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Using the CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we have performed a direct measure-

ment of the ratio of D semileptonic branching fractions into vector and pseudoscalar final states. We

find B(D ~K* e+v, )/B(D ~K e+v, )=0.51+0.18+0.06, in agreement with the ratio derived by

the E691 experiment which compares D+ and Do final states We als.o set an upper limit on the ratio

B(D ~K m e+v, )/B(D ~K* e+v, ) (0.64 at 90% confidence level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical models of semileptonic D meson decay
[1,2] have been brought into question following the E691
measurement of the ratio I (D~IC e+v, )/
I (D~Ke v, ) as 0.45+0.09+0.07, because the models
prefer a value of one greater. In addition, E691 found a
IC* polarization much larger than predicted [3]. To ob-
tain these results E691 analyzed the decay
D+ ~K* e+v, for the vector final state and
D —+K e+v, for the pseudoscalar final state. They used
their well-measured ratio of D lifetimes and absolute
branching fractions from Mark III to determine the ratio
of partial widths. In a recent paper the Mark III group

reports a larger vector/pseudoscalar ratio, 0.93+0.28 [4],
but the error is large enough to accommodate both the
theoretical expectations and the E691 result.

Here we present a new result for the ratio of exclusive
branching fractions. In this analysis, we determine the
ratio of branching fraction directly from the observed
number of events in the modes D ~K* e+v, and
D —+K e+v„avoiding any dependence on absolute
branching-ratio normalizations.

II. DATA SAMPLE AND
DETECTOR DESCRIPTION

The data were taken with the CLEO detector at the
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) from September
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1986 to March 1988. Data were collected at
Y(3S),Y(4S),Y(5S) and the continuum 60 MeV below
the Y(4S). The total integrated luminosity is 490 pb
The CLEO detector is described in detail elsewhere [5].
This analysis uses the central tracking chamber and the
electron and muon identification systems. The momen-
tum resolution for charged particles is

(5p/p) =(0.0023p) +(0.007), with p in GeV/c .

Electrons are identified using a 12-radiation-length-
thick lead plate-proportional chamber calorimeter and
dE/dx information from the main drift chamber. The
calorimeter fiducial volume is 0.47(4'), while the dE/dx
information is available over 0.9(4m. ). The resolution of
the calorimeter is oE/E=0. 21/&E /(GeV), while the
dE/dx resolution is 6.5%%uo. Muons are identified using in-
formation from proportional wire chambers placed in~ (de
and outside of steel plates which are 1.0 to 1.5 meters in
thickness. The fiducial solid angle is 0.76(4n).

The event sample is selected by using standard CLEO
hadronic event selection [6]. To suppress the background
from Y(3S), Y(4S), and Y(5S) resonance decays, we re-
quire the ratio of the Fox-Wolfram moments [7],
R2=H2/Ho ~0.33. R2 is calculated using charged
tracks only.

Since we are concerned here with semileptonic decays
we need to find electrons and muons. Electrons below 1.0
GeV/c are not used in this analysis. Electrons with mo-
menta between 1.0 and 1.4 GeV/c are identified only if
they are within the calorimeter fiducial volume. Informa-
tion from both the calorimeter and dE/dx systems is
used. Electrons above 1.4 GeV/c are identified outside
the calorimeter fiducial volume using only the dE/dx
system or are identified inside the calorimeter fiducial
volume using both systems. The efficiency for identifying
electrons within the calorimeter fiducial volume is 85%,
whereas the identification efficiency outside this volume is
about 60%. The average probability of misidentifying a
hadron as an electron, over the relevant momentum
range, is roughly 0.4% inside the calorimeter fiducial
volume and 0.8% outside. A track with measured
momentum greater than 1.4 GeV/c is labeled as a muon
candidate if it penetrates all of the steel and registers hits
in the orthogonal layers of the outer muon chambers [8].
The muon identification efficiency (within the muon fidu-
cial volume) increase from 24%%uo at 1.4 GeV/c, to 79%%uo at
2.0 GeV/c and stays constant beyond. The average prob-
ability for misidentifying a hadron as a muon increases
from 0.8%%uo at 1.4 GeV/c to 1.4%%uo at 2.0 GeV, and stays
constant beyond.

III. DETECTION OF D ~K e+v,

D 's are required to be decay products of D*+'s from
the reaction D*+~D m+. D*+ candidates are formed
from three-body combinations containing a m+, a e+,
and, in this case, a E*,where the X* ~X&m . We
also look for the charge-conjugate reaction. (In this pa-
per, unless otherwise stated use of the charge-conjugate
reaction is implicit. ) To select Kz candidates we search
for two tracks of opposite charge which intersect in the

plane transverse to the beam direction at least 2 mm
away from the main event vertex. The invariant mass of
these two tracks, assumed to be pions, is required to lie
within +20 MeV (approximately 5o) of the nominal
value of the K& mass.

We now have selected three of the four particles from
the D *+ decay. Only the neutrino is missing. To
proceed further we impose additional selection criteria on
our candidate sample. First we estimate the D momen-
tum. We assume that the parent D*+ goes along the
thrust axis which is calculated using all the charged
tracks in the event; and, since the magnitude of the pion
momentum in the D + rest frame is known, and its
momentum in the laboratory frame can be measured, we
can calculate the boost necessary to give the m+ its mea-
sured momentum, and thus find the D momentum (see
the Appendix for the necessary equations). In general
there is a twofold ambiguity, due to the fact that the pion
can travel either forward or backward with respect to the
D*+ direction. At times, one of the solutions is unphysi-
cal, due to approximations made in the calculation, and
can be discarded. If both solutions are allowed, we
choose the solution where the D is traveling forward
with respect to the D + direction. In Fig. 1, we show the
ratio of the generated (D ) momentum to the recon-
structed momentum. This technique improves with in-
creasing D (or D*+) momentum.

In order to improve the purity of the D —+X* e+v,
signal additional requirements are imposed. (1) The X *

momentum must be greater than 0.7 GeV/c. (2) The in-
variant mass of E' and the electron must be less than
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FIG. 1. Ratio of generated to reconstructed momenta for D
(the detector response is ignored for these Monte Carlo events):
solid line is for the case where there is only one physical solu-
tion; dashed line is for the case where the D is traveling for-
ward with respect to the D*+ direction; and the dotted line is
for the D traveling backwards with respect to the D + direc-
tion.
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1.9 CxeV. This is always true for real D decays. (3) The
momentum of the D, found by solving Eq. (A5) of the
Appendix, must be above 2 GeV/c. (4) We construct a
pseudo D*+ mass by calculating the invariant mass of
the E*,the electron, and the m+, and a pseudo D mass
by calculating the invariant mass of the E* and the
electron. The pseudomass difference between the D*+
and the D must lie between 140 and 200 MeV. The
mass difference between real D and D*+ candidates is
known to be 145.45+0.07 MeV. The width of the cut ac-
counts for the smearing from the missing neutrino.

The Ezm mass distribution is fitted with a Breit-
Wigner line shape, shown in Fig. 2. The mass and width
of the E* are fixed to be 0.892 GeV and 55 MeV, re-
spectively, which are consistent with Monte Carlo simu-
lation of the detector. The fit yields 54+12 E' 's. The
systematic error on the signal is small compared to the
statistical error. For instance, if we let the mass and the
width of the E* Goat, the yield changes by less than 3
events. To find a branching ratio we need to correct the
E* yield for detection efficiency and to estimate the
background in the sample.

The detection efficiency is determined by dividing the
number of detected events, determined from a Monte
Carlo simulation, to the total number of generated D*+
[9]. Semileptonic decays are generated according to the
Isgur model [10,11]. Longitudinally and transversely po-
larized E* are simulated and analyzed separately. We
find that the efficiency for the longitudinally polarized
state is 0.95% while that for the transverse state is
0.85%. Included in the efficiency are branching fractions
for decays of E* and E~ to observable particles; since
all our D 's are tagged by the D*+—+D m+ decay we do
not include this branching ratio, but have included the
efficiency to detect the ~+. We assume the ratio of longi-
tudinally polarized to transversely polarized E to be
1.1, as specified in the Isgur model, for the overall
efficiency which is listed in Table I [12].

There are several sources of background which could
be in our sample. These include fake electrons, random
E -positron combination from BB events, and random
E* -positron combinations from continuum events. We
evaluate the background due to fake electrons by repeat-
ing the analysis, but treating all charged tracks in the
electron fiducial volume as candidate electrons. The E*
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mass distribution is fitted separately in each charged-
track momentum bin, to get the number of E *-electron
combinations in each bin. We then multiply this number
by the probability of a charged track faking an electron.
The background due to random E -positron combina-
tions from BB events, which is suppressed by the R 2 cut,
is determined by processing generic (BB) Monte Carlo
events through the same analysis chain as the data [13].
Another source of background is due to the combination
of random E * and e+ from continuum events. The size
of this effect is found by generating continuum Monte
Carlo events and determining how many random candi-
dates satisfy our cuts. The resulting background esti-
mates are also given in Table I. The systematic error in-
cludes the uncertainty in the background estimates, elec-
tron identification efficiency, and the difference in the
Monte Carlo efficiency for detecting longitudinal and
transverse polarizations [14].

We have checked our background estimates by using

M(Ksvr )(Gev)

FIG. 2. The histogram is the Kzm candidate mass for the
decay mode D ~K* e+v, . The solid line is a fit to the data
using a Breit-Wigner line shape for the signal and a first-order
polynomial for the background.

Quantity

TABLE I. Number of signal and background events.

Number of events

Number of K* in data sample
Background from electron fakes
Background from BB events
Background from random K* -e+

combinations in continuum events
Net yield

54.0+ 12.0
6.0+0.2+1.6
6.0+2.4+3.0

5.0+0.7+2.0
37.0+12.3+4.0

Efficiency (0.9+0.1)%

Corrected yield 4111+1366+610
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the same techniques to predict the number of wrong-sign
events. Here wrong sign is defined as D*+—+D m+,
D —+E *+e v, . Note that the sign of X* and the elec-
tron are reversed with respect to the charge of the pion
emitted by the D*+. We predict that there should be
13+4 events. We actually observe 19+9 wrong-sign
events, consistent with our expectations.

IU. DETECTION OF D —+(K m. ) e+v,

In the above analysis, the final state could contain an
extra ~, which remains undetected. To measure the lev-
el of contamination from D ~E* e+m. v„we search
for the mode D ~X* m. e+v„X* ~E ~+, and relate
it to the final state K* m. e+v, . The dE/dx pulse height
for the kaon candidate is required to be within 2 standard
deviations of that expected for a kaon. The kinematic
cuts and the cuts on the electron momentum and R 2 ap-
plied to the E *

m e+ system are the same as those previ-
ously described for E * e+.

The E * mass distribution for events passing these cuts
is fitted to a Breit-Wigner line shape. The At yields 9+7
events. The generic BB Monte Carlo simulation did not
yield any background events. We take the conservative
approach of not subtracting electron fakes or random
E* m -electron combinations. We set an upper limit of( 18.4 events at 90% confidence level.

Since the production mechanism for the (K* ~ ) sys-
tem is unknown, we need to choose a model in order to
determine the detection efFiciency. We choose
D +K, (1270)— e v„where Ki(1270) ~K' m

This choice is made because K, (1270) is the lowest-
mass strange resonance which can produce the E* m

system. The efficiency for detecting this mode is
0.7+O. l%%u'. We also generated the K" m e+v final
state according to phase space and found that the result-
ing efficiency is the same as found for the other model.

Even though we do not see a signal, for use in further
computations we quote the ratio of branching fractions to
be

8(D ~K' m e+v, ) =0.31+0.24,
B(D ~K' e+v, )

which gives an upper limit of 0.64 at 90% confidence lev-
el.

Assuming that the E*m. system is a state with isospin
—,', the E* m state will be produced with one-half the
strength as the E' ~ state that we have searched for.
This is true irrespective of whether the E ~ state is pro-
duced resonantly or nonresonantly. Thus, based on the
equation (1), we compute the ratio

the observed upper limit on the number of events in the
E*m. search and evaluating the efficiencies of detecting
E* m. e+v, as a pure E* e+v, final state, we find that
this contamination is (22% at 90% confidence level.
We proceed by making the assumption that the
K' m e+v, final state is negligible [15].

U. DETECTION OF D ~K I+v

We now describe the search for D ~E e+v, and
D ~E p+v„. We use selection criteria similar to those
used for the K* final state. (1) We require that the
cosine of the angle between the kaon and the lepton in
the laboratory frame be greater than zero, instead of re-
quiring a minimum kaon momentum. (2) The K -lepton
invariant mass M, must be less than 1.9 GeV. (3) The
momentum of the D, found by solving Eq. (A5) of the
Appendix, must be above 2 GeV/c. (4) The pseudo D*+
mass cut, 140(M o + —M &(200 MeV, must be
satisfied, where the M o is now taken to be M, . (5)
The kaon candidate must have a dE/dx pulse height
within 2 standard deviations of that expected for a kaon.

In addition, to reduce the background from
Da~K' I+v (see below), we calculate the missing mass
squared M defined as (Pn P& Pz )—, wh—ere the P 's are
the four-vectors for the D, lepton, and kaon, respectively.
The Monte Carlo missing-mass plot for the
pseudoscalar/vector final states is shown in Fig. 3, while
Fig. 4 shows the corresponding plot for the electronic
mode. Therefore, we impose the final requirement that—2.0 GeV (M &0.5 GeV . There is no substantial
systematic error involved in counting the number of
events which pass these cuts.

240
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160)
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o 120

e 80C

40

8(D ~K* m. e+v, ) =0.16+0.12,
B(D ~K" e+v, )

(2)
—3,0 —2.0 —1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

which gives a 90% confidence level upper limit of 0.32.
Most of the systematic errors cancel when the ratios in
Eqs. (1) and (2) are computed.

In principle, there could be contamination from
D ~E ~ e+v, in the D ~E * e+v, sample. Using

2
Missing mass squared (GeV )

FIG. 3. Missing-mass (Monte Carlo events) plot for
D ~K e+v, (solid) and for D ~K* e+v„E* ~E
(dashed).
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FIG. 4. Missing-mass plot for D ~K e+v, . Solid histo-

gram is the raw data; dashed histogram is the expected back-
ground.

estimate this background to be about 13% of the ob-
served sample (this number is roughly the same for the
electronic and muonic modes). Again, the results can be
found in Table II.

We also need to consider the background from the de-
cay D ~K I+v, where K* ~K n and the m is un-
detected. The efficiency for detecting D ~K* e+v, as
D ~K e+v, is determined to be 20% (the correspond-
ing number for the muonic mode is 16%). The numbers
of background events are listed in Table II.

To check our background estimates, we predict the
number of wrong-sign events that should be observed,
where the wrong sign in this case is D *+—+D ~+,
D —+K+I v, i.e., the sign of K and lepton are reversed
with respect to the charge of the pion emitted by the
D'+. There are 282+17 (175+13)wrong-sign events, as
compared to our estimate of 262+35 (184+30) events for
the electronic (muonic) mode [16].

Table II summarizes the numbers of events in the sig-
nal and background and also contains the detection
efficiencies for both electronic and muonic modes. The
detection efficiency is determined using the Isgur model
[10,11]. The systematic error includes the uncertainty in
the background estimates, lepton identification, and in
the Monte Carlo efficiency.

Next we estimate the backgrounds in this channel. To
find the number of lepton fakes, we form M using all
charged tracks, taken in turn, in the lepton fiducial
volume. This is done in various momentum bins, as the
lepton fake rate is momentum dependent. We then count
the number of combinations passing the above cuts and
multiply by the probability of a track faking a lepton.
The results are listed in Table II. Also shown in the table
is the estimated background due to random K -lepton
combinations from BB events, again determined by pro-
cessing generic (BB) Monte Carlo events through the
same analysis chain as the data.

Another source of background is due to the random
combination of misidentified pions (or random kaons) and
leptons from continuum events. This effect is studied by
comparing Monte Carlo efficiencies for detecting K I+v
events when we use only the daughter K for recon-
structing the final state against the case when we use all
tracks passing the dE/dx cut for the kaon candidate. We

B(D ~K' e+v, ) =0.51+0.18+0.06 .
B(D ~K e+v, )

(3)

The systematic error on this ratio is obtained by com-
bining the systematic error on the yields of the numerator
and the denominator. Contamination from the reaction
D ~(K'rr) e+v, could change this ratio. To evaluate
this possible effect we use the ratio found in Eq. (1) and
Monte Carlo —generated detection efficiencies for this
mode to contaminate both the K* e+v, and K e+v,
final states. We need to consider the contamination from

VI. DETERMINATION OF
B(D ~X* e+v, )/B(D ~K e+v, )

By comparing the net yields for the D —+K e+v,
and D ~K e+v, modes and correcting by the relative
efficiencies, the ratio of branching fractions is directly
determined. We find

TABLE II. Events and efficiencies for the K l+v mode.

Quantity

Number of K
Background from random K-l

combinations and pions
misidentified as kaons

Background from lepton fakes
Background from BB events
Background from K* l v

Net yield
Efticiency for E l+v

a (Do~~-l+ v)

Electrons

914+30

140+11+21
90+1+21
43+6+21
57+18+15
584+37+39
(7.2+0.2)%%uo

3.8+0.3+0.6%

Muons

440+21

51+7+8
121+2+24
18+4+9
19+6+5

23 1+23+27
(3.2+0.2)%%uo

3.3+0.3+0.6%%uo
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both K* m e+v, and K* m e+v, . The efficiency for
K* ir e+v, to fake K' e+v, is 70%, while the
efficiency for K* m e+v, to fake K* e+v, is zero. This
results in a net contamination of 11+8/o. The efficiencies
for each of the (K'n ) e+v, states to fake K e+v, are
about 12%%uo. Using the ratio of branching ratios found in
Eq. (3), we find that the possible contamination in the
K e+v, mode due to this source is 1.4+0.7%%uo.

The effect of including this possible effect is to lower
the vector/pseudoscalar ratio in Eq. (3) to 0.45, increas-
ing the disagreement with theory.

VII. EXCLUSIVE BRANCHING FRACTIONS

We now determine the absolute branching fractions for
the D +K l+v—, K* e+v„nad (K ir) e+v, final
states. For the electronic (and muonic) modes of the
pseudoscalar final state we measure the branching ratio
relative to the D ~K m. + mode. We find 8 (D
~K e+v )/8(D ~K m. +) =0.9+0.06+0.06. Us-
ing the Mark III result [17] that B(D ~K sr+) equals
4.2+0.4+0. 4%%uo, yields 8(D ~K e+v, )=3.8
+0.3+0.6%%uo. The systematic error [16] includes uncer-
tainties in the detection efficiency, in the background esti-
mates, and in the D —+K m+ branching ratio.

In Table II, we also present the results for the muonic
mode. Since we did not measure the corresponding mode
for the vector final state, these data are used only for the
determination of the exclusive branching ratio. The
missing-mass plot is shown in Fig. 5. Following the same
procedure as in the case of the electronic mode, we find
8(D ~K p+v )/8(D ~K m. +) =0.79+0.08+0.09,
and B(D ~K p+v„)=3.3+0.3+0.6%%uo.

The branching ratio for D —+K e+v, is obtained by
normalizing to D ~K* m. + decay mode. The advan-
tage of using this mode is that we cancel out systematic

effects in our algorithm to tag K 's. We find
8(D ~K* e+v )/8(D ~K* ir+)=0. 36+0.12+0 0. 5 .
Using the Mark III result [19] that B(D ~K' m+)
equals (5.2+1.0)%%uo, we obtain 8(D ~K~ e+v, )
= ( 1.9+0.6+0.5 )%%uo. The systematic error includes the
uncertainties in the efficiency, background estimates, and
in the branching ratio for D ~E * m+.

For the D ~K* m e+v, decay mode, we obtain the
90% confidence level upper limit:

8(D ~K* me+.v, ) (0.23 .
B(D ~K* m. +)

Using the Mark III branching ratio for D ~K m+, we
get 8 (D ~K* m. e+v, ) & 1.2% at 90% confidence lev-
el. This gives an upper limit for B(D ~K* m e+v, )

&0.6%%uo at 90/o confidence level. These results are con-
sistent with a previous result [4], where the branching ra-
tio for D semileptonic decays in excess of pseudoscalar
and vector modes (K,K* m p ) was an inconclusive
0.7+1.1%.

VIII. HADRONIC STRUCTURE
OF D ~E e+v, DECAYS

We investigate the hadronic structure of
D ~K e+v„by studying the q distribution, where q
is the square of the four-momentum transferred to the
e+v, system [rI =(I'D I'I,. ) ]. T—heoretical models
parametrize this decay by one form factor. The single
pole form is common, and is expressed as

f+ (0)
1 2/M2f+(q )=

M

e
LIJ
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I I
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where M is the pole mass. For the c~s transition, the
pole mass is expected to be 2.11 GeV (mass of D, ).

To measure M we generate Monte Carlo events, ac-
cording to the model of Korner and Schuler [2], for
values of M ranging from 1.5 to 2.7 GeV, and process
them through the analysis chain. We fit the resulting
Monte Carlo q distributions to the data, where the back-
ground has been subtracted from the latter as a function
of q, and determined the y . The minimum g yields the
pole mass M =2.0 o'2+o 2 GeV. The systematic error is
obtained by varying the amount of background [21] sub-
tracted from the raw q distribution by +1 standard devi-
ation (o ), where o. is the total systematic error on the
background. This determination is consistent with previ-
ous measurements [20,4].

Assuming the pole mass to be the D,* mass, one can
write [22]

I (D K e+ &, ) = l V„I'f+ (0)I'(1.54 X 10")s
-'

2
Missing mass squared (GeV }

FICx. 5. Missing-mass plot for D —+K p+v„. Solid histo-
gram is for the raw data sample; dashed histogram is the expect-
ed background.

Using the branching ratio determined above and the mea-
sured D lifetime [18], we determine ~V„~ ~f+(0)~ to be
0.62+0.05+0.09. Assuming

( V„~ =
( V„d (

=0.975 [18],
yields

~f+ (0)
~

=0.81+0.03+0.06. Theoretical models
[23] predict

~ f+ (0)
~

to lie between 0.6 and 0.82.
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Table III we present our results for the exclusive D
decay modes and compare them with the total D semi-
leptonic decay width. We use the Mark III [25] results
for the D ~e X inclusive semileptonic branching ratio.
We choose this scheme because we use Mark III branch-
ing ratios to normalize our results. We have averaged the
K e+v and K p+v modes taking into account that the
branching ratio for the muonic mode is expected to be
96%%uo of the electronic branching ratio, purely due to the
difFerence between electron and muon masses. We ignore
nonresonant K m+ contributions in this table, which
have been estimated as 7+7% of the K* final state [3].
For the Cabibbo-suppressed modes, we use the theoreti-
cal models [24] to predict their width relative to the
Cabibbo-favored modes. Although the sum of the ex-
clusive decay rates and the total semileptonic width are
consistent within errors, there is room for additional de-
cay modes.

In conclusion we have measured B (D
~K" e+v, ) /B(D ~K e+v, ) = 0.51+0.18+0.06.
Our result agrees with the E691 result of
0.45+0.09+0.07 [3], and is in marginal agreement with
the Mark III result of 0.93+0.28 [4]. Averaging over the
three experiments yields a vector/pseudoscalar ratio of
0.53+0. 10, which disagrees with most theoretical mod-
els. The corresponding ratio for the B meson [6]
B(B ~D" Iv)/B(B ~D lv) is 2.6+i'0, which is in
agreement with theoretical models [1].

We can compare our measured branching ratio for
D ~K* e+v, of 1.9+0.6+0. 5%%uo with experimental re-
sults for B (D+ —+K" e+v) by assuming that the D+ and
D have equal semileptonic widths. E691 and ARGUS
[26] have measured values for B(D+~K* e+v), from
which values of (1.8+0.3+0.2)% and (1.7+0.3+0.4)%,
respectively, can be derived for B(D ~K* e+v, ).
These are smaller than the Mark III value of
(4.4+i 0+0.6)% [4]. We have also measured the elec-
tronic and muonic modes for D —+E l v to be
(3.8+0.3+0.6)% and (3.3+0.3+0.6)%, respectively.
The average of the two gives a rate of (3.6+0.3+0.6)%
for the muonic mode and (3.7+0.3 +0. 6)%%uo for the elec-
tronic mode. The largest source of systematic error in
these exclusive branching fractions is the uncertainty in
the absolute D branching ratios used for normalization.
The electronic branching ratio is in agreement with the
E691 and Mark III results [3,4]. The branching ratio for
the muonic mode is higher than the E653 results of

(2.4+0.4+0.5)% [27].
We have searched for D ~K* m e+v„and deter-

mine a 90% C.L. upper limit of 1.2%%uo. This is consistent
with a previous result [4], where the branching ratio for
D semileptonic decays in excess of pseudoscalar and vec-
tor modes (K,K* m. p ) was an inconclusive
(0.7+1.1)%.
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APPENDIX

Pc'=Pi'= +Pi' —P)'

where

(A2)

We de6ne the following variables for the ensuring dis-
cussion.

(1) P,ii is the momentum of the m+ in the D*+ rest
frame, for D*+—+D ~+, along the direction of motion of
the D*+.

(2) P, is the transverse momentum of the ~+, in the
D*+ rest frame, for D*+~D m+, with respect to the
direction of motion of the D *+.

(3) P)i and Pi are the corresponding momentum com-
ponents in the laboratory frame. El is the energy of the
m. + in the laboratory frame.

(4) y=E ~i/M&~+, where E ~~ and M ~+ refer to
the energy and momentum of the D '+. Also
p= Pz ~+ /M& ~+, where P ~+ is the momentum.
refers to the unit vector along the thrust axis (which is
taken to be the direction of P, +).

With the definitions in (1) and (2), we can write the to-
tal center of mass (c.m. ) and laboratory momentum of the

as P =P" +P„and Pi=PI+PI, respectively. The
Lorentz transformations relating the c.m. and the labora-
tory frame can be written as

(A 1)

TABLE III. Summary of D semileptonic decay rates. (A3)

Mode

D'~K e+v,
D K e+v,
Sum of Cabibbo-favored modes
Cabibbo-suppressed modes
Sum of exclusive modes

I (D ~e+X) measured directly

Branching ratio

3.7+0.3+0.6
1.9+0.6+0.5

5.6+0.7+0.8
0.4+0. 1+0.1

6.0+0.7+0.8

7.5+1.1+0.4

Now,

I ii +I' =I'.
C C C (A4)

Substituting Eqs. (Al), (A2), and (A3) into (A4), we get

P (P)i +E P+P ) —2E PP)'+(P~ ——P )=0 (A5)

Solving Eq. (A5) gives us two values for p. We then
choose one value as explained in the text.
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